SECURITY THREAT ASSESSMENT
OF THE 19 SEPTEMBER 2020 GOVERNORSHIP
ELECTION IN EDO STATE

INTRODUCTION
• Elections in Nigeria have always been characterised by
tension and fear
• With the return to democratic rule in 1999, elections had
been characterised a plethora of security, administrative and
logistics challenges
• The forthcoming governorship election in Edo state is the
latest in the list of off-cycle elections
• The election will be quite significant

INTRODUCTION
It is taking place in an already tensed environment
a.

Decamping of Mr Obaseki to the PDP in June 2020

b.

Power of incumbency vs federal might

INTRODUCTION
Election constitutes a core component of modern
democracy
The commission will be meeting
tomorrow and given the urgency of the
situation in Edo state, we may have to
immediately call a meeting of not just the
candidates and the political parties but
also the campaign councils — whatever we
have to do to stem the ugly report of
violence so far.
5 August 2020
INEC Chairman, Mahmood Yakubu

• It is against this background that CLEEN Foundation
embarked on an assessment of elections security threat
The specific objectives
Real and potential election security threats in the state
Identify actors that constitute threats to peaceful election
Proffer actionable recommendations to mitigate identified threats
or potential risk factors.

Overview of Methodology

** Primary Sources:
Utilized the standardized Electoral Violence Mitigation Tool (EVMT)

• Key Informant Interviews (KIIs)
• Distribution of Questionnaire (QTN)

KIIs
332

EVMT

QTN
762

Desk
Review

** Secondary Sources
• Scholarly publications – books, Journals, monographs, occasional papers
• Other publications – media, official, organisational reports, among others

MAJOR FINDINGS

MAJOR FINDINGS

The major findings of the study regarding the
risk factors or security threats to the forthcoming
elections are highlighted subsequently

Expectation of Peaceful Elections
The expectation is that the election in Edo state
will be peaceful with a total of 76.7% of
respondents either strongly agree (32%) or
agree (43.8%) to this finding.
Both the experts and the general public
expressed similar opinion.
Although this could be the general view of the
election by respondents, media reports point to
growing desperation that could undermine
peaceful election in Edo State.

History of Electoral Violence in the States
 Slightly more than half of the respondents
admitted that Edo state has had history of election
violence (51.7%).
 Despite this figure, an appreciable number
(41.1%) believes that Edo does not have a history
of election violence.


Historical look at the situation of Edo state since
1999 may point to an environment that was not
substantially known for electoral violence.
However, recent events in the state, where both
the PDP and APC have accused each other of
violence or threat of violence, may undermine
peaceful elections

Nature of Politicking and Electoral Violence
 As high as 81.7% of the respondents either
agreed (51.3%) or strongly agreed (30.4%).
 This aligns with recent media reports, which
have shown that party supporters of both the
APC and PDP have been recently embroiled
in such troublesome politicking that could
result in violence during the election
 Some party rallies have been marred by
violence

Actors that Constitute Threats to Peaceful Elections
 In terms of groups whose actions
constitute serious threat to peaceful
elections in the state, party thugs were
identified as the most potent threat
 Quite interesting was the observation that
the CSOs (27.3%, comprising 22.1%
agree and 5.2% strongly agree) is less a
threat to peaceful elections
 These observations were consistent
across both the experts and the general
public

Political Exclusion and Electoral Violence
 The social and political exclusion of
minorities and marginalized groups
creates the potential for conflict.
 It not only undermines the credibility
of an elections, but could also
precipitate electoral violence.
 Outcome of the survey corroborates
this correlation.

Election Management and Electoral Violence
 In relation to election management,
respondents feared that:
* Partiality of INEC officials
* Movement/distribution of election materials
* Problems with distribution of PVCs

 Partiality of any umpire in a game no doubt
erodes confidence of participants and other
stakeholders

Security Arrangement and Electoral Violence
 Security is indispensable to the conduct of free,
fair and credible elections
 The findings from the survey also show that
(a) partiality of the security agents
(b) aggressive and excessive use of force
(c) lack of synergy b/w INEC and security agents

….top the list of issues around security provisioning
that could lead to electoral violence
 Display of high level of professionalism by
security officials deployed for the election will be
key to mitigating several other risk factors
identified.

Hate Speech and Electoral Violence
 Evidence from the assessment indicates
that 78.9% of the respondents fear that hate
speech could result in electoral violence in
the forth-coming 2020 gubernatorial
election in Edo state.
 Indeed, with only 13.6% of respondents
holding contrary opinion, this is a serious
factor to watch in Edo politics as the
election approaches

Drug Abuse and Electoral Violence
 Widespread availability and use of hard drugs
were identified to be a major factor that could
cause electoral violence with a result showing
79.8%.
 Hard drugs such as cannabis and psychotropic
substances are on high circulation in the Niger
Delta region, as in most other parts of the
country.
 Of late, abuse of synthetic opioid like Tramadol
are of growing concern in the Nigeria.

Overall Outlook of Peaceful Election
 Overall, respondents expressed mixed
feeling with majority of them (58.4%)
hoping that the election would be peaceful
 About 11% others fear that the election
will be very violent.
 This notwithstanding, the heightened
environment of tension should be a source
of serious concern.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Federal Government
S/ Stakeholder
N
1 Federal
Government

a.

b.

Short-Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
Issue a strong worded
pronouncement indicating its
commitment to peaceful
elections in the State, and
encouraging
governorship
contestants
and
their
supporters to abide by
electoral act.
Desist from deploying the
military into streets during
the elections in order to avoid
militarisation of the state that
could
exacerbate
voter
apathy.

Strategic Recommendations
Medium Term
{20 Sep – Dec 2020}
a.
Commence immediate a.
prosecution of persons
arrested for committing
any electoral offence.

b.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
Partner with credible civil
society groups to draft an
acceptable bill for regulation of
social and mainstream media
towards curbing hate speech,
fake news and disinformation
Amend the Electoral Act to
legalize the use of Smart Card
Readers and other electronic
innovations of INEC, including
electronic transmission of
results.

Edo State Government
S/ Stakeholder
N
2

Edo
Govt

State

a.

b.

Strategic Recommendations
Short-Term
Medium Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
Partners with religious leaders, a. Deploy effective and
professional
bodies
and
strategic communication
community leaders to mobilise
to promote peaceful
their people to vote in a peaceful
environment in the
manner
immediate aftermath of
the election.
Sustain public enlightenment
programmes through town hall
meetings, radio, television and
social media on the dangers of
cultism and drug abuse to
mitigate their consequences for
the elections

a.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
Support civil society
advocacy for electoral
reform, including the
amendment
of
the
Electoral Act.

Security Agencies
S/ Stakeholder
N
3

Security
Agencies

Strategic Recommendations
Short-Term
Medium Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
a.

b.

c.

d.

Implement robust and 'right-sized'
deployment of operatives across the 18
LGAs to ensure adequate security
provisioning before, during and after the
election.
Publicise non-classified aspects of
security arrangements for the election to
boost the confidence of the people to
come out and vote.
Intensify surveillance patrols and
interdiction operations in high-crime hot
spots to deter drug and weapons dealings
in the state.
Collaborate with INEC to arrest all
violators of the provisions of the
Electoral Act, including vote buying.

a.

b.

Develop a robust strategy for
rapid deployment of the
military to flashpoints of
violence, to be activated
only when and where there
are serious security breaches
that overwhelm the capacity
of the police.
Collaborate with INEC to
diligently prosecute all those
arrested for violating the
provisions of the Electoral
Act, including vote buying.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
a.

Expand capacity building
for personnel on critical
subjects such as election
security, human rights
observance and evidence
preservation.

b.

Sustain and deepen interagency collaboration in
the
area
of
drug
interdiction, anti-cultism
operations and mopping
up of small arms.

INEC
S/N Stakeholder

Strategic Recommendations
Short-Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}

4

INEC

a.

b.

c.

d.

Ensure early distribution of non-sensitive
materials to all LGA headquarters, and
make adequate preparation to deliver all
other materials promptly on the election
day for timely commencement of voting.
Provide and appropriately communicate
to all stakeholders its platform for
ensuring transparent counting, collation
and announcement of results.
Ensure that the posting of electoral
officials is done a night to the election, to
avoid being compromised by politicians.
Operationalise the relevant aspects of the
Policy on conducting elections under
COVID-19 pandemic.

Medium Term
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
a.

Immediately upload the results
of the election on its website to
allow for easy retrieval by
members of the public.

a.

Activate a contingency plan for
re-run election should there be
polling units where elections
did not hold due to natural,
logistics or human setbacks.

a.

Sustained engagement with all
the critical stakeholders even
after the elections to clear any
doubts on concerns regarding
the conduct and outcome of the
election.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
a.

Expand
capacity
building programmes
for its permanent staff
to
deepen
professionalism
and
high ethical standard.

b.

Conduct after action
review
of
the
September election to
leverage
lessons
learned in framing
guidelines
and
protocols for future
elections.

Political Parties
S/N Stakeholder

5

Political
Parties

Strategic Recommendations
a.

Short-Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
Commit to a Peace Agreement
to encourage their flagbearers
and supporters to abide by the
provisions of the electoral law,
including shunning use of thugs
and provocative speeches.

a.

b.
b.

Adequately train their party
agents to understand their rights
and responsibilities in order to
avoid
acts
that
could
compromise INEC officials or
the electoral process.

Medium Term
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
Ensure active and visible
participation during the
collation
and
announcement of the
results.
Commit to lawful redress
to any shortcomings or
malfeasance
that
occurred
during
the
election.

a.

b.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
Entrench
internal
democracy in the area of
screening and selection
of party officials and
candidates.
Adopt robust measures
to promote political
inclusivity in terms of
fair representation of
gender, religion, age
category, and locality.

Civil Society Organisations
S/N Stakeholder

6

Civil Society
Groups

a.

b.

Strategic Recommendations
Short-Term
Medium Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
a.
Partner with the INEC and
Maintain active and a.
political parties to properly
visible
presence
educate the people as well as
during the collation
counter
misinformation,
and announcement of
falsehood and incitation that are
the results.
b.
capable of dissuading people
Circulate
the b.
from voting or triggering
approved
result
violence.
through their diverse
networks to elicit
Train and deploy observers to
public opinion on the c.
monitor the elections, including
outcome
of
the
escalating incidents for the
intervention of appropriate
election.
authorities and compilation of
evidence-based report.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
Deepen collaboration with
INEC and security agencies
in
area
of
security
information sharing and
voter education.
Intensify
advocacy
and
mobilise
for
electoral
reforms before the 2023
elections.
Conduct an after-action
review to compare notes and
harness lessons learned to
enhance
advocacy
and
programming initiatives.

Media
S/N Stakeholder

7

Media

a.

b.

c.

d.

Strategic Recommendations
Short-Term
Medium Term
{7 Sept – 19 Sept 2020}
{20 Sept – Dec 2020}
Intensify awareness creation and a. Partner with the INEC
voter education to discourage
and NOA agency to
apathy and motivate people to
deliver appropriate peace
vote.
messaging for enhanced
harmony in the state.
Deliver refresher training to
practitioners to maintain a high
level of professionalism, accuracy b. Sustain civic education in
and impartiality in their coverage.
the state through hosting
guest
analysts
Continue to monitor and provide
programmes to reflect on
impartial report on the entire
the outcome of the
electoral process to help protect the
election.
integrity of the elections.
Promote peace messaging.

a.

b.

Long Term
{Jan 2021 – Feb 2023}
Scrutinize the electoral
process, in order to
evaluate the integrity,
and credibility of the
process.
Sustain and intensify
awareness programmes
on the imperative of
electoral reform in the
country.

CONCLUSION

• This brief assessment is devoted to assisting stakeholders in broadening
their appreciation of the possible risk factors that could undermine the
integrity, credibility and security of the 19 September 2020 elections in Edo
State
• Although majority of the respondents are hopeful of a peaceful election, a
significant number equally think that the election may not be peaceful
• As insights from the assessment portends, the peacefulness of the election
will depend on:
The readiness of political actors to play by the rules
The commitment of INEC to maintaining the highest level of professional standard
Non-partisanship in the deployment and performance of security agents

